Progression of superficial venous insufficiency: analysis and implications for therapy
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Abstract: Challenges to the widely accepted concept of retrograde progression of superficial venous insufficiency (SVI) have come from studies showing that the conventional descending paradigm is unable to account for many clinical presentations that would be better explained by the ascending hypothesis for the condition. Evidence substantiating this hypothesis holds therapeutic importance because, if confirmed, it would further weaken the rationale for aggressive surgery, in keeping with the general trend for alternative procedures. To evaluate the progression of SVI we performed echo Doppler examinations twice yearly for 5 years (ten examinations per patient) in 100 patients with SVI in which superficial venous branches (suprafascial) or segments of saphenous vein were incontinent, while the saphenofemoral junction was continent. Ascending progression of SVI was found in about 76% of patients. In the remaining patients, stabilization of the condition was probably due to its slow natural history. Venous insufficiency initially affecting the superficial venous branches of the leg variously progressed upward to involve the saphenous trunk in most cases and different sites in the vein, sometimes involving the saphenous ostium as well. The ascending hypothesis provides a convincing explanation for the various clinical presentations of SVI and the recurrence of varicosities after saphenectomy. In addition to intrinsic weakening of the superficial venous wall, elevated pressure in the calf venous circulation pushing on the superficial compartments, devoid of protective mechanisms, could be an alternative/complementary pathogenetic mechanism leading to structural weakening of the perforating vein valves. From a therapeutic perspective, the hypothesis for ascending progression of SVI is consistent with the use of alternative methods that halt the progression of venous disease and preserve the saphenous axis. Anatomical and functional assessment of ostial incontinence is key to achieving good outcomes after treatment. Of equal importance are the diameter and length of the incontinent saphenous trunk and the length of the continent saphenous segment below the contiguous incontinent saphenous segment. In cases of crossectomy, meticulous short or ultrashort stripping can maintain saphenous drainage through the perforators into the deep circulation.
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Introduction

The conventional pathophysiological concept of superficial venous insufficiency (SVI) rests on the development of valve incompetence in an interfascial venous segment. In normal conditions, this segment connects the superficial to the deep venous systems, allowing the blood to flow from one to the other. According to this “descending” hypothesis, valve incompetence causes the blood to flow in the opposite direction, from the deep to the superficial systems, with retrograde propagation in the saphenous reservoir and the superficial collateral branches, leading to progression of the condition.
Often, the interfascial segment identified as the cause is the saphenofemoral junction (SFJ); less often, it is the saphenopopliteal junction (SPJ). Altered function of a perforating vein may be the cause in remaining cases.

Although this theory is widely accepted, it fails to explain many of the clinical presentations of SVI encountered in routine practice. Its validity has been sporadically questioned, and alternative theories for the progression of SVI have been advanced. In a previous study that included examinations every 6 months for 2 years, we performed continuous-wave Doppler sonography in patients with a competent SFJ and with various stages of internal saphenous vein insufficiency. A review of imaging data from the past 20 years revealed that internal saphenous vein insufficiency will initially involve diverse sites distant from the SFJ, and that SFJ incompetence appears to occur secondary to progression of the condition.

We have observed cases where insufficiency arose in a nonsaphenous vein, particularly in a superficial collateral tributary to the saphenous system, and where the saphenous trunk was secondarily involved through the tributary. However, what we found most striking was that SVI appeared to progress upwards.

Thiery, in a 1988 study describing the paraperoneal and soleus perforators, reported that a hallmark of insufficiency in these veins is that the “varices represent a symptom indicating a snag in the venous return on the anterior or posterior aspect of the thigh.” This observation laid the groundwork for postulation of the “ascending” hypothesis for the progression of SVI, which became possible only after echo Doppler sonography entered routine clinical practice. Doppler imaging allowed for detailed visual documentation of changes over time and characterization of the variety of clinical presentations, starting from the earliest stages of the condition.

Except in cases that likely stabilized in response to prophylactic preventive treatment (compression, physical exercise, and medical therapy), the patterns of disease progression that emerged demonstrated worsening consistent with the ascending theory and confirmed doubts about the descending hypothesis. In the decade beginning in the late 1990s, a growing body of evidence supported the ascending theory, more recently, however, a less sizable literature has become available, probably because echo Doppler examinations are routinely reserved for more severe cases of advanced-stage venous disease and because few studies have sufficiently long follow-up periods.

Motivated by the merits of the ascending hypothesis and encouraged by the renewed interest it has attracted, we thought it useful to report the results of a 5-year follow-up in patients with SVI.

**Materials and methods**

In the present study, 5-year follow-up data were collected for 145 limbs in 100 patients (age range 25–40 years) affected by SVI, with deep leg veins in the norm. Only the superficial collateral branches were incompetent, chiefly in the legs, with partial involvement of the saphenous trunk and competent SFJ. Hemodynamic studies, including echo Doppler examination (with the Paraná maneuver, the oscillation test, and the Valsalva maneuver), were performed every 6 months. This relatively young age range was specifically selected because, as emerged from an analysis of results from tests performed after our first study in 1992, progression of the condition was especially evident in patients in this age group. In most of the selected cases, incontinence developed in the posterior internal tributary in the leg; it was less often observed in the anterolateral or medial branches or the more posterior or anterior superficial branches. Less common were cases of an apparently incompetent segment initially in the internal saphenous vein of the leg, more often partial half to two thirds above, but nearly always confluent with an incompetent short superficial branch draining into an incompetent Cockett perforator. Furthermore, diverse presentations of venous incompetence were noted simultaneously in the same leg.

**Results**

During the 5-year follow-up, ascending progression of SVI could be clearly documented in most limbs (110/145; 75.8%) as an initial site of venous reflux located in a segment upstream from the one detected on the previous control examination, whereas in other limbs (35/145; 24.1%), progression was so unremarkable that it was interpreted as having stabilized. SVI evolved in various ways, involving diverse anatomical sites—some more often, others less often in relation to the location of the venous branch initially affected. This is consistent with the ascending hypothesis, although initial simultaneous involvement of more than one venous branch in the same limb was also noted.

In cases of incontinence of a posterior internal tributary of the leg, ascending valve incompetence often involved the internal saphenous trunk starting from the upper third of the leg, less often from the lower third of the thigh, at the confluence of this superficial collateral with the saphenous vein. An anterolateral branch of the leg usually involved the internal saphenous trunk of the middle-upper third of the leg, sometimes progressing anteriorly in the thigh to involve the
anterior saphenous vein. Entering this short saphenous trunk might also be an initial lateral branch of the leg, which could communicate with the internal saphenous trunk or, more often, continue at the superficial level to the lateral or posterior aspect of the thigh, until reaching the root. It should be remembered that ascending progression of SVI can manifest itself in various and sometimes even unusual ways.

More defined and perhaps more easily classifiable were the final superficial sites involved in ascending progression of SVI. We noted that, in cases where the saphenous trunk was involved at various levels, the SFJ became incompetent at the so-called preterminal valve. In such cases, valve incompetence was noted to progress from the saphenous vein of the thigh to a superficial internal branch confluent with the pudendal system, to involve one of the saphenous collaterals at the SFJ before the valve, or to terminate at a Dodd's perforator at or above the middle third of the thigh, thus leading to initial incompetence of a Dodd's perforator.10 The SFJ can thus become incompetent in cases of anterior saphenous incontinence described above, manifesting as an incontinent SFJ but with reflux evident in only the anterior, not the internal, saphenous vein.

The terminal level of superficial ascending progression was also observed in the thigh perforators, including the perforator of the deep femoral vein or a Hunterian perforator (posterior aspect of thigh), particularly in cases of initial incompetence in the posterolateral or posteromedial branches in the leg. SVI might end before ascending in a perforator of the popliteal fossa or continue its ascent up to the root of the thigh in the gluteal or groin perforators. Rarely, we observed cases of SVI limited to the leg at the terminal ascending level, generally involving a high paratibial perforator, which is the escape point for superficial reflux (Table 1).

**Discussion**

Our findings show that, starting from venous reflux in distal branches of the lower limb, prevalently involving the superficial (extrasaphenous) branches of the leg, the initial site of reflux gradually ascends (in a centripetal direction), with extension of the refluent segment, eventually leading to valve incompetence in an interfascial segment (junction or perforator), which will become the so-called escape point in SVI.

We also observed that as SVI progresses, the perforators may occasionally become either the final site of ascending

| Table 1 Clinical presentation of progression of varicose vein disease in 145 limbs |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|
| **Initial incontinent segment** | **Ascending progression**        | **Final point at surface** |
| (145 limbs)                    | (110 limbs)                     | (82 limbs)       |
| Posterointernal superficial collateral of leg (67%) | Internal saphenous trunk, upper third of leg (43%) | SFJ (72%) |
| Medial superficial collateral of leg (24%) | Internal saphenous trunk, middle third of leg (13%) | Dodd’s perforator (4%) |
| Anterolateral superficial collateral of leg (27%) | Internal saphenous trunk, lower third of thigh (22%) | Collateral of SFJ (18%) |
| Short internal branch of thigh with internal saphenous segment of leg (18%) | Internal saphenous trunk, upper third of thigh (60%) | SPJ (7%) |
| Lateral superficial collateral of leg (22%) | Internal saphenous trunk, upper third of leg (43%) | Perineal perforator (8%) |
| Posterior superficial collateral of leg (20%) | Internal saphenous trunk, middle third of leg (12%) | SFJ (60%) |
| | Internal saphenous trunk, lower third of thigh (38%) | Dodd’s perforator (5%) |
| | Collateral of SFJ (20%) | Internal branch of thigh – perineal perforator (15%) |
| | | SFJ (56%) |
| | | Collateral of SFJ (24%) |
| | | Dodd’s perforator (8%) |
| | | Internal branch of thigh – perineal perforator (12%) |
| | | SFJ (50%) |
| | | Collateral of SFJ (20%) |
| | | Anterior saphenous – SFJ (18%) |
| | | Perineal perforator (12%) |
| | | SFJ (67%) |
| | | Collateral of SFJ (16%) |
| | | Deep femoral perforator (11%) |
| | | Gluteal perforator (6%) |
| | | SPJ (38%) |
| | | Deep femoral perforator (14%) |
| | | SFJ (52%) |
| | | Gluteal perforator (12%) |

Abbreviations: SFJ, saphenofemoral junction; SPJ, saphenopopliteal junction.
progression of valve incompetence or may have a predominate role in the pathogenesis of diverse presentations of SVI when they constitute, as frequently happens, the initial site of valve incompetence, which will ultimately involve the superficial segment contiguous with it. Thus, such veins would play the key pathogenic role once attributed to them. But in these circumstances, the perforator where initial incompetence begins will most often be found in the leg, whereas the escape-point perforator will more often be a thigh perforator.

The ascending hypothesis for progression of SVI may thus offer a more elegant and effective explanation for the various clinical presentations of varicose disease than does the classic descending theory, as it provides a better framework for understanding the centripetal progression of the underlying morphofunctional alterations in the venous system. Varicose recurrence after saphenectomy is yet another clinical presentation that fits this context, and our observations suggest that this recurrence develops in an ascending fashion. In this setting, varicose recurrence is due to elimination of the main superficial segment of venous drainage of the superficial circulation (the internal saphenous vein), thus creating the conditions for functional overload of the remaining superficial segments (superficial collateral branches), which, in turn, must compensate for the lack of the internal saphenous vein in its principal function as reservoir for draining blood from the superficial to the deep circulation. Overloading of these venous branches leads to dilatation and valve incompetence, ultimately resulting in varicosities (draining varicose veins) produced by their anatomic inadequacy in this new function, given that, unlike the saphenous trunks and deep veins, they are no longer protected by the fascia or muscles and therefore become incompetent.

This goes some way toward explaining the numerous occurrences of recurrent varicosity without a new SFJ. When encountered, however, a new SFJ, as hypothesized by several authors, may be consequent to a sort of neoangiogenesis that is frequently seen after vessel resection (ie, in the internal saphenous vein near the femoral vein). We believe, however, that this should not be interpreted as the origin of a new varicose formation but rather that it simply appears as such, when at a certain point a recurrent reflux varicose vein joins it as it progresses in ascending fashion in the attempt to reconnect to a vicarious superficial circulation.

Something similar occurs in the formation of varicose veins during pregnancy. Also in this instance, the varicose veins as they develop according to the ascending theory, may join together with other varicose formations of the leg originating from the groin and perineal regions. In this case, however, the latter represent an abnormal manifestation related to pelvic shunt (venous circuit connecting the pelvic veins and the veins of the lower limbs), because the pelvic varicocele that develops during pregnancy is characterized by varicose veins of the ovarian and uterine veins, an expression of pelvic congestion typical of pregnancy. The pressure gradient that causes these venous ectasias most likely pushes downward through these veins, leading to dilatation (varicosity) of the superficial veins of the root of thigh through the escape points resulting from incontinent pudendal and groin perforators. This condition probably represents the sole exception of formation of leg varices, exclusively due to the development of valve incompetence progressing in descending fashion.

We also found that the perforators in a setting of this type of development of SVI – when they often represent the final point of ascending progression of valve incompetence, thus becoming so-called escape points of superficial venous reflux – also appear to assume a prevalent role in the pathogenesis of various presentations of SVI when they represent, as they typically do, the initial point of valve incompetence that subsequently progresses to the contiguous superficial segment. In this way, these veins play the important pathogenetic role with which they were once attributed. In this instance, the perforator, the initial site of incompetence, will often be located in the leg, whereas the escape-point perforator will often be found in the thigh.

Although this pathophysiological concept may explain the natural history of the various presentations of SVI, it does not account for the underlying mechanism. A pathogenetic hypothesis recently proposed by Pittaluga et al, based on that advanced by Labropoulos et al, identified the intrinsic weakness of the vein wall of the superficial venous segments, specifically the suprafascia, as the cause of gradual dilatation with subsequent loss of valve competence. An alternative or complementary explanation for venous wall weakening is the development of hypertensive states in the venous circuits of the calf. The action of skeletal muscles, particularly the calf muscles, is considered to be the most important among hemodynamic factors. At distal sites where hydraulic resistance and hydrostatic pressure are greatest, the calf muscles have higher energy potential to compress the veins. This simple observation may explain why very high pressures can be found in the calf.

The mechanism of action of the muscle pump is similar to that of a volumetric pump, in which each cycle pushes downstream a quantity of fluid equal to the volume of the internal chamber and then aspirates the fluid upstream to refill the chamber, thus returning to the initial status. For this type
of mechanism, the quantity of fluid pumped in circulation is determined solely by the size of the chamber (ie, the vein that is compressed) and the speed of compression. The pressure generated depends primarily on the hydraulic characteristics of the circuit in which the pump is working: the more the circuit is blocked (eg, by deep venous thrombosis), the higher the pressure the pump must generate to circulate the fluid. Hence, one can appreciate that in a calf where the pressure is already elevated, the pressure is augmented further in conditions such as those that lead to increased resistance of the abdominal veins (eg, in pregnancy or iliac vein stenosis). This pressure is transmitted to the vessel walls and valves.

With regard to the deep (subfascial) intermuscular and intramuscular compartments, protection by the muscles opposes vessel dilatation; the infrasacral saphenous segments are also protected, albeit less effectively. In the suprafascial compartments, where there is no such protection, the veins are more subject to dilatation if the pressure is not rebalanced. This difference in pressure between the more-internal and the more-external compartments can lead to tension on the perforator valves. If the walls rupture, this can cause structural weakening of the valve and render it incompetent.

Another possible mechanism we consider interesting and relevant in this discussion is fatigue weakening, which may occur even at pressures below the rupture threshold if tension is cyclical and repeated. At the incompetent valve, with each contraction of the muscle pump there is retrograde emptying through the external layers, with pressurization and consequent dilatation of the superficial veins. Another consequence of pressurization of a superficial vein is the tendency of the pressurized fluid to empty through fissures in the superficial layer, where pressure is usually lower. When the fluid enters another vein, this vein, too, will be pressurized according to the principle of communicating veins. In serial fashion, the fluid will encounter the nearest vein and then, starting from the calf (hence, from below), involve adjacent areas in ascending progression.

**Therapeutic considerations**

Primary intervention at the SFJ and the internal saphenous vein, whatever the technique, is the most frequent procedure to interrupt or at least reduce reflux in the saphenous axis. In most cases, however, this is unwarranted according to the ascending or centripetal theory, which instead supports alternative methods that could halt the mechanisms underlying the progression of SVI. An attempt in this direction recently described by Pittaluga et al is an intervention that spares the refluxing internal saphenous vein and eliminates the incontinent superficial venous branches and the ectatic and tortuous (varicose) tributaries of the internal saphenous trunk – the same veins that, in keeping with the ascending theory, are the first to be affected before the potential involvement of the saphenous axis. The author states that this type of approach, called selective ablation of varices under local anesthesia (ASVAL) – basically a phlebectomy – was claimed to be effective in the midterm in the treatment of signs and symptoms of SVI, with abolition of internal saphenous vein reflux in more than two thirds of cases.

In our opinion, the positive results obtained with this treatment do not derive from the so-called varicose reservoir, which would presume an extremely dilated, tortuous, and incontinent superficial venous branch, but rather from components that play a role in the restoration of normal saphenous axis function and, more generally, the return of normal superficial drainage of the internal saphenous vein. These components include the reduction (fractioning) of the hydrostatic column via surgical disconnection of the superficial branch, with subsequently less pressure on the remaining incontinent saphenous segment, and abolition of the aspiration mechanism of the infrasacral saphenous axis by the contiguous part of the varicose superficial branch, closely related to the pressure gradient between the two segments. These components should produce important and long-lasting effects in restoration of saphenous trunk continence in conditions of reversibility, ie, when the source of the origin and the development of incontinence in the internal saphenous vein have been eliminated. Correct treatment of SVI should be able to halt the ascending progression of disease when reversibility of incontinence is still possible.

This may be obtained with the technique proposed by Pittaluga et al involving sclerotherapy and disconnection by high ligation of the incontinent superficial branch affluent of the internal saphenous vein, which is a type-2 CHIVA (conservative hemodynamic treatment for chronic venous insufficiency) as devised by Franceschi in 1988. To optimize the chances of creating a condition of reversibility of incontinence in the saphenous trunk and therefore a greater chance of success, planning for this type of treatment should take into account the following parameters and their predictive roles.

1. Normal function of the saphenofemoral ostium, defined as continence of the terminal valve, is a determinant factor for increasing the chance of therapeutic success.
2. In cases of an incontinent SFJ, it could be useful to (1) evaluate the degree of incontinence, investigating.
for so-called dissociated incontinence, ie, that occurring during a Valsalva maneuver but not during a compression-release test (aspiration–gravity test), as the dissociation is the expression of partial incontinence, and (2) evaluate reflux characteristics that, when not yet deep (slow velocity) although long, may be the expression of initial incontinence or incontinence of recent onset.

3. An incontinent saphenous vein diameter <7 mm may suggest a good therapeutic outcome, although for this parameter one must also consider the close correlation between SFJ diameter and continence and their relationship with the contralateral saphenous vein having a normal diameter.

4. The length of the incontinent saphenous trunk, especially in the absence of complete ostial continence, affects the possibility of recovering continence in a shorter refluxing saphenous segment.

5. The length of the continent saphenous segment below the contiguous incontinent saphenous segment is an expression of effective propagation of anterograde flow in the saphenous vein.

The negative predictors of therapeutic outcome are various and include frank ostial incontinence with an incontinent saphenous segment >8 mm in diameter and extending for more than two thirds of the thigh. In the presence of these clinical presentations, it is advisable – should ablative surgery be chosen – to minimize saphenous excision. To this end it may be useful to maintain efficient saphenous drainage into the deep circulation, exploiting the possibility of a reentry draining through a perforator, which eventually will substitute the saphenofemoral ostium at a lower level. These may be Dodd’s perforators (Hunterian) or at least the upper paratibial perforators, allowing the option of short or ultra-short stripping above these veins. This, in our opinion, can contribute to reducing the risk of recurrence in such cases.

With regard to the pathogenesis of SVI, from a purely medical perspective, any therapeutic strategy that aims to block or counteract processes that may weaken the venous wall, which appears to be the fundamental factor underlying the development of SVI, is valid. The first step is to resolve, as practically as possible, the causes of hypertension in the deep venous circuit, particularly in the context of intra-abdominal veins. Recent studies on pharmacotherapy described the effect of sulodexide glycosaminoglycans on enzymatic factors such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), and found a direct correlation between the amount of sulodexide and modulation of the enzymatic activity of MMPs. Hyperactivity or overproduction of MMPs may lead to a reduction in the contractile ability of smooth muscle cells of the venous walls, with progressive venous dilatation.
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